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Overall Comments



Thank you for posting assignment 1 on line via your blog. It is always 
preferable to see paintings in the flesh as images can and often  do odd 
things in terms of distorting reality. I suppose that I am saying that I would 
prefer to see the work in the flesh as to on a screen. I am willing to give 
you feedback based on the online images only if that is what you want. I 
do this with my sculpture students exclusively anyway.

We can discuss this. 



Answering your questions



The speed at which a work is made in is somewhat irrelevant; some 
pieces might take longer, others shorter, or maybe the best piece in a 
series is the one made more quickly but this is not always the case. This 
said as you are learning it is preferable at this stage to make more work 
than less as part of the learning process.



My advice would be to use acrylics mostly due to the quick drying time. 
You can add various gels and mixers to give a different ‘feel, to acrylic 
paint if you need to e.g. gloss, impasto, etc.



Looking at the blog as a whole you have made looking at the work easy 
although immediate comparisons are difficult as you cannot see work 
side by side. You clearly have made a very professional and thorough 



beginning to the course.



Feedback on assignment 

Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, 
Demonstration of Creativity 

 

As with any piece of equipment brushes can be a positive or a negative 
when used within the creative process. It is beneficial to keep an open 
mind on their use and avoid using them in the same way for every 
painting or part of painting. As with holding brushes it is important to get 
your painting position right. You should paint vertically using your painting 
tool at arms length. A work might begin ‘faster’ and then slow as you 
develop and decisions become more critical. It is important to let a 
painting breathe both in its making and in its final outcome. Vary the sizes 
of your painting tools and the substrates that you paint on which will also 
help you to approach your work openly. Painting vertically and at arms 
length is really important at this stage as it says in the course book.

The fruit study made in the sketch book looks as though you have built up 
the layers very well indeed into a very believable outcome which looks to 
have life and presence.



The pieces where you have applied paint without brushes look to be 
exciting 

and ‘real’ ; not using brushes has allowed you to be much more 
experimental and 

open in your approach. Not concentrating on detail and allowing accident 
to have a 

role are really important aspects of the creative process. Try to let the 
paint and the 

activity of painting lead you at times even when working from life.



Remember there is a reason for doing these exercises in that it 
demonstrates how 

media can be used in more unconventional ways to build paintings and 
use paint 

opaquely. Look at Some of Clyde Hopkins’s paintings from the eighties 
when he 

applied some of his paint with his fingers. Look at Gillian Ayres and 



Turners more 

abstract pieces; ‘Rain Steam and Speed’ for example and some of his 
atmospheric 

sky/landscapes. 



You have some  very successful washes and interestingly you have made 
the link to 

Rothko. It is very important at this stage in your development to 
understand that often 

methods and ways of working can make the painting if approached with 
intent. Have 

a look at the work of Morris Louis, Helen Frankenthaler and Mali Morris 
who all use 

stains/staining when they paint.



All your work using pastel is open and inventive and you have really 
experimented 

with this particular medium to produce some successful results. Keep this 
experience 

in your mind as you move forward in terms of the open and investigative 
approach.

Look at Degas and Redon for their use of pastels. Geoffrey Rigden uses 
oil pastels

and oil sticks in his paintings often but very directly as lumps of colour. In 
reference 

to some of the outcomes here look at some examples of Paul Tonkin’s 
work; he 

begins pantings by throwing buckets of pigment at canvas!





Both tree pieces look to be operating successfully as compositions and in 
terms of 

how you have handled the paint and composed the subjects within the 
chosen format; 

Often beginning a piece painting the spaces between objects can be a 
good way to 

start a painting or a drawing for that matter. Again learn from the 
experience of doing 




these.



Making lots of prep work as you have done for the ‘working on different 
grounds’ 

aspect of the assignment is good practice and is something that you 
should endeavour 

to maintain as you move forward.

All the versions of the work in this part of the assignment looks to be 
successful. Your 

use of tone is broad enough to establish your subject in three dimensions 
and the 

handling in them looks to be very effective. You have used the varying 
different 

tonal starts very well indeed. 

You talk well in the log about the differences between the pieces which 
again is 

something that you should try to do more of.



All your colour mixing looks to be very meticulously and thoroughly done; 
use this 

when you need to but also do not forget that rules are there to be broken! 



The assignment piece has been thoroughly approached being supported 
with studies 

and drawings. It is important to make more than one version of 
assignment pieces as 

often so called ‘studies’ can be superior to the so called ‘finished’ piece. 
This is not

exclusively true but it often is the case. The thing is to look at all the work 
and apply a 

discerning objective eye on your outcomes; you do need to paint more 
than one to 

apply this obviously.



The painting itself is well composed and the colour looks to be coherently 
used. The 

way that you have made the patterns on the leaves work is very inventive 
both in the 




use of shape and colour and indeed paint application. This invention has 
moved the 

subject into a more imaginative realm; the painting is in fact quite exotic in 
feel. Have 

you seen Matisse’s ‘arabesque’ work and indeed some of his still lives 
where he really 

explores pattern. This is a successful first assignment piece.



Sketchbooks 

Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity 



From what I can see from the blog your sketchbook work looks to be 
enquiring and 

thorough. Sketchbook work will often unearth different ways of looking at 
things so 

you must take note of what you do in them. These need to be full of 
genuine inquiry

pertaining to what you are doing and any other visual notations that you 
want to 

record or that interest you visually.



Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays 

Context 



The blog is clear and informative and very thorough in feel. Can you 
organise it so 

that you begin at the project stage of each assignment and then scroll 
down through 

each project ending with the assignment pieces as opposed to scrolling 
up as it is at 

the moment. 

I can se that your research is thorough and has started to be assimilated 
into your 

work which is very important. I can clearly see your study of chiaroscuro 
affecting 

what you do. Try to say more about what your work is doing in an 
imaginative sense 

and talk more about why rather than how in your comments! 


















Suggested reading/viewing 

Context 



I have mentioned many artists in the report which you should research 
and say what you think of them in your learning log



Pointers for the next assignment



•	 Build on your very good start in terms of approach and professionalism

•	 Learn from the more experimental aspects of this assignment

•	 Continue to produce thorough prep work

•	 Develop your sketchbook work

•	 Continue to be inventive

•	 Give yourself some interesting set ups as subjects for still life and do 
not be afraid to stumble on ready made set ups around you

•	 Think about what you include or exclude

•	 Have fun



Other



This was a very successful first assignment which you should be able to 
build on with confidence. Try to push yourself and take some risks with 
what you are willing to take on in your work and do not be afraid to take 
some risks. You look to have a sound understanding of the fundamental 
aspects of painting which will help you reach your full potential as you 
move forward.







Tutor name: 	 Jim Unsworth

Date 	20th-22nd April 2015




Next assignment due	 20th June 2015





